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ISC Group is a Not-for-Profit industry
association that is dedicated to
increasing the representation of
women in senior leadership positions
in the insurance industry. 
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Our mission:

Equal opportunities for women in
insurance.

We work to achieve our mission by carrying out a
variety of programming, projects and events in the
following four key areas:



A letter from the Chair 
Barbara Schönhofer MBE

ISC Group has come a long way over the past decade and grown
substantially since the beginning of 2019. As the industry hub
supporting the advancement of women, we have achieved far
greater reach since the beginning of the pandemic, more than
doubling our membership in the UK and internationally.

As a community of women, from across the insurance markets,
operating at Board level through to new entrants, we have been
able to develop an ecosystem to serve our purpose:  getting more
women in leadership positions in our industry. 

We have achieved this through collaboration of our Individual
members and male business leaders across the world, increasing
our Corporate membership by nearly 60%, and in partnership with
our Sponsors and Associates, delivering programmes to thousands
of women. 



Our Advisory Board members 
ISC Group is set up as a Community Interest Company and is
managed on a day to day basis by the Executive Team led by 
 Managing Director,  Lara Pedley. 

A member Board operates for each country branch and comprises
of representatives from our Corporate members. An advisory
Board was established to offer guidance to the Executive Team on
strategy and organisation at a Global level, and comprises of all
our member Board Chairs and a select number additional industry
professionals. 

Anne Charon, 
France Lead,
Everest Re

Cathy Lewis,
INED, 

Atlanta Holdings

Fiona Marry
CEO, 

Hamilton DAC

Jane Portas 
6 Moments That Matter & 

Women's Business Cncl

Jodie Kaufman Davis
EVP, 

H.W Kaufman Group 

Jutta Kath 
NED, 

UNIQA Re

Margaret Resce Milkint
Global Insurance Leader,

DSG

Maxine Goddard
SVP, 

Sompo Int'l

Pamela Thomson-Hall
Head of Int'l,

WTW

Reeva Bakhshi
SVP,

 Alleghany Corporation

Shari Dodsworth 
SVP, 

Northbridge

Suneeta Padda
Founding Director, 

Padda Consulting LTD

Above all we have listened carefully to you, our
Individual members, our regional Chairs,
Advisors, and Ambassadors. With your input and
guidance, we have developed an organisation
that is able to learn from each other, connect
internationally and provide the career
enhancement and development programmes
wanted at all levels. 

This year we have been able to revert to our in-
person business networking events which has
been well received by all, particularly our
Executive members. We also still offer a range
of events for our Executive members online to
bring together the global community created
during the pandemic to share insights and best
practice. 

A recent addition to the Executive programming
is our Board-ready workshops designed to aid
the migration of women from Executive roles to
Non-Executive. 

For our Aspire and Emerging members, we
have delivered a range of personal and
professional coaching via their membership
programmes. We have also successfully
launched a market wide  sponsorship
programme pairing our members with male
leaders who can help their career advancement.

This has only been possible because of the hard
work and insights from our members, supported
by the passion and commitment of Lara Pedley,  
our Managing Director, and our wonderful,
dedicated ISC Group team.

Please read this report and reflect on our
combined efforts and achievements and the
foundation this has formed to support what
happens next.

We have been able to develop an
ecosystem to serve our purpose:  getting
more women in leadership positions in
our industry. 



A letter from the Managing Director 
Lara Pedley

As I reflect on my sixth year working for ISC
Group, I am proud of all of our achievements over
the last 12 months in spite of the challenges the
pandemic brought, along with the permanent
changes to corporate life. 

Being a risk-based industry, coming together with
competitors doesn’t come easily. However, when
trying to take meaningful action to achieve
gender parity, an individualistic approach will
simply be too slow. A more holistic, industry-wide
view will result in sustainable change and provide
diverse talent for the industry for generations to
come. 

Of course, organisations should continue to attract
and support their own talent via internal policies,
however, collectively we can better support the
retention of women and with it, unlock potential
for our industry. United as a market we can better
inspire and therefore retain women. 

However, to reach representation at the top we
first need to provide career minded women with
the access to personal and professional
development resources to ensure they reach their
full potential alongside male peers.

Equality vs Equity 
Our mission at ISC Group is to strive for equal
opportunities for women in insurance. To fully
embrace this, as an industry, we first need to
strive towards equity, in other words, level the
playing field for women. 

Without deliberate intervention, the pace of
change will take many more years at best or, at
worst, be in danger of stagnating.

The insurance industry has historically been
populated with more men than women, and
therefore has resulted in more men progressing
into senior leadership positions. Hiring women
from other industries into ours to increase the
representation of women in leadership on its
own is not the answer if we hope to get equal
representation in my lifetime, let alone future
generations. It comes back to the need to retain
and promote the women we have already into
more senior positions. We can do this by giving
additional, not equal, resources to women to
accelerate their development. In turn, we will find
an increase in qualified, diverse candidates
applying for the leadership roles of the future. 

We have shown through partnering with our
Corporate and Individual members over the last
six years that providing these additional resources,
either through our C-Suite community, industry
hub or through our professional development
programmes, can increase the amount of women
staying in our industry.

A more holistic industry-wide view
will result in sustainable change and
provide diverse talent for all for
generations to come.  

We have individuals working around the world,
as their day job, on gender inclusion for the
insurance industry now and that is something
that makes me immensely proud.



Moreover, women are developing themselves and
seeing that leadership roles are more within reach
than ever before. We listen to you, our members,
carefully and the impact we have been able to
have through our work has been beyond our
wildest expectations – bravo!

Expansion 
We have made huge strides this year in diversifying
away from being so London-centric and creating
an association that serves women working in
insurance globally. 

The online platform we created during the
pandemic enabled us to reach many more women
around the world and, as a result, we have opened
three additional branches in the United States,
Switzerland, and Ireland. This ensures we are
creating unique programmes for our Corporate and
Individual members in each country, aligned to their
specific challenges. 

We have also expanded our services in the past 12
months. The launch and roll out of our International
Sponsorship Scheme has been fantastic and a
great way to get our male allies proactively
involved. Additionally, given the success of our 1-2-1
mentoring programme in the UK, we have rolled
out similar programmes in the US and Canada. 

The ISC Group team has also significantly expanded
this year, both in the UK and around the world. We
have individuals working around the world, as their
day job, on gender inclusion for the insurance
industry now and that is something that makes me
immensely proud. That didn’t exist six years ago
and long may it continue!  

In summary, September 2021-2022 has been the
year of bringing everything back to (real) life and it
couldn’t feel any better. We don’t want to lose
what we built during the pandemic, which was a
fantastic virtual platform to connect and learn,
globally, but mixing that with an in person hug
every now and again fills me with such joy. 

The new hybrid working style has also given the
D,E&I world its energy back, although reinstating
the commute was a bit of a shock. We are seeing
more people energised for change and that is
imperative for success.  

We are working on some exciting additions to our
programming next year to ensure we continue to
do all we we can to help the industry achieve
equal opportunities for women. Our working
groups are addressing the intersectionality within
our membership and ensuring we are serving
women from all minority groups as best we can.
Special focus will also be given to analyse the
impact of working from home and measure its
effect on women's progression. 

Key Highlights

branch
locations opened during
the last 12 months 

+3

1000
women  have access to
our career development
programmes globally 

Over

58% 
increase in Corporate
memberships during the
past 12 months

476
active Executive members  
make up our C-Suite
community globally
 

5000
members make up our
global community

Over

Sponsorship
Scheme 
internationally which
now has 68 participants
across six regions

Launched a 



Our Global Presence
ISC Group's global presence continued to grow during 2021-2022, and now consists of six
international branches operating across the UK, Canada, US, France, Switzerland and Ireland
led locally by regional boards.

Given our reach online during the pandemic, we saw the
demand for personalised career development
programming for women in different countries  as their
challenges were slightly different and require alternative
solutions 

Branches
opened during the last 12
months 

+3

The United States
were able to open their long
awaited branch in Nov 2021.
This allows US members who,
to date, had been involved
through the Canadian branch
to also benefit from local
programming. Special thanks
to Kennedy's for hosting the
launch in New York City.. 

Pamela Thomson-Hall
assumed the position of UK Chair in July
2021 and has been driving the strategic
direction of our headquarter branch since.

Switzerland
launched its branch in March
2022, with the support of our
Founding Sponsors Q-Perior
and Elliot Partnership, as well
as our Founding Corporate
members; Allianz ART, Chubb
and Marsh. We celebrated
with a fantastic apero hosted
by EY.

was appointed as the
new President of ISC
France and re-launched
their programming  post
pandemic in May 2022
with a fantastic event at
Cercle Interallié.

Anne Charon

Ireland
launched its branch in April
2022 with Founding Sponsor
Matheson and Founding
Corporate Member Aviva. 
 Special thanks to EY,  KPMG 
 and PartnerRe for partnering
since and aiding the
development of the branch
this year.

Canada 
had its most successful year yet and now
holds the most Corporate members of all of
our branches. We also onboarded the new
team ISC Canada team with great success. 

Lara Pedley, Managing Director, Global



1. Industry
Hub 

A global platform for women working in
insurance to connect and learn from one
another.

Educational resources to aid development
and inspire the next generation of leaders.

Aims to provide:

Career Development GovernanceIndustry Hub C-Suite & Board Community Corporate WorkOverview 



Working Groups
Our working groups were created during the pandemic as a way to bring our
Individual members together and keep them connected during a time of
isolation. We brought members together that were interested in the
intersectionality within our community and collectively have been
brainstorming ways in which we can ensure we are moving the needle
forward, for all women, either by a broadening of our services or by 
 collaborations with other organisations. 

Industry Hub
Given we have member companies and individuals from
across the insurance industry, globally, ISC Group is the perfect
hub to bring everyone together and support the industry
towards gender equity. 

Any woman working in the insurance industry can become a
General Member and gain access to our members' hub.
Members can meet with other women in the industry,
connecting and learning from one another through a
combination of virtual and in-person networking events. Our
members hub also provides a platform in which we can share
and store educational resources that are designed specially
for individuals in our industry.

Online & In Person Networking 
We were excited to bring back our in-person networking events this year,
which are open to members globally and at all levels. We hosted over 10
events and welcomed hundreds of members back in person.  

However, we understand that not all members are returning to the office
and some prefer to network virtually. Therefore we maintained the virtual
networking tools we created during the pandemic which include; member
led discussion forums, informal networking zoom calls and our famous
international coffee email subscription.

Educational Resources
During the pandemic we became quite the broadcaster, hosting up to three
live webinars a day of educational content for our members. Whilst we are
no longer maintaining this frequency of broadcasts, we have this content
stored on the members hub and made it available on demand to all
members.

Alongside this, we re-launched our podcast this year and developed an
"insights" section of our website to host our thought leadership pieces.

I have participated in the coffee subscription since it
launched during the pandemic. I met a woman from
London through it who was concerned that her existing
boss was leaving and what that would mean for her career
progression. After learning more about her experience, I
asked her whether she would consider applying for the job
vacancy. She said no; she was a new mother, she didn't
have the right skills or experience and so on.

I got a call from her a few months later telling me that our
coffee gave her the confidence to apply for the role, she
applied a few weeks later and got the job!

 

5000+
total members 

17h+
educational content on

the members hub

1700+
members introduced

through our international

coffee subscription 

300+
members subscribed to

our six forums

3100+
streams on our podcast

ISC Canada Executive Member,2022

10
in-person networking

events for all members

globally 

RJWG launched an Executive Learning Programme in collaboration
with Delta Alpha Psi.
Instream partnered with TDI to provide specific resources for our
members to upskill themselves in technology.
Neurodiversity partnered with GAIN to host a DiveIn event to raise
awareness of Neurodiversity in our industry. 
SWP is working on an industry handbook to better support working
parents.

We currently have four active working groups; Racial Justice (RJWG),
InStream, Neurodiversity and Single Working Parents (SWP). 
Key achievements:

Career Development GovernanceIndustry Hub C-Suite & Board Community Corporate WorkOverview 



2. Career
Development 

Easy access to informal and formal Mentoring
& Sponsorship with insurance professionals.

Coaching earlier on in women's careers to
increase retention.  

Inspiration on the different career paths
available within insurance which could achieve
accelerated development for women. 

Aims to provide:

Career Development GovernanceIndustry Hub C-Suite & Board Community Corporate WorkOverview 



Networking

Mentorship 

Key pillars to
accelerated  
Development

 Sponsorship

Coaching
 Business
Insights 

Career Development
These programmes have 5 focus areas and work to
accelerate the development and retention of this key
talent.

Through ISC Group's Aspire and Emerging memberships, we provide Mid-Level and more Junior
women, respectively, with access to additional career development resources to help women 
 progress to the next stage of their career. 

Mentoring Programmes
Mentoring in the workplace is an established partnership
between colleagues whereby typically a more senior
individual shares their career experience and advice to a
more junior individual with the purpose of helping them
progress their career goals. 

Mentoring has long proven to increase career progression
and retention for employees, hence why 76% of people
think mentors are very important, however only 37% of
people have one. [1]

ISC Group is uniquely positioned as it has a community of
women in the insurance industry that recognise the value of
sponsorship but also cite the difficulty in being able to find a
sponsor themselves. Therefore, this year we launched an
international sponsorship scheme and accepted 68 women to
pilot the scheme.

Given our C-Suite community, we have access to a wide
network of senior men in the industry and are therefore
positioned to pair our members with suitable men in their
organisations who will have the ability to sponsor them
effectively. 

Sponsorship Scheme
Sponsorship differs from mentorship as the sponsor acts as
an advocate, actively putting their protégé forward for
opportunities rather than just providing guidance. 

In a recent study by Oliver Wyman, 95% of respondents
(made up of 160 women Executives) cited a sponsor was
critical to their career success. Sponsors can subtly level the
playing field and counteract the unique barriers that women
face [2]. Consequently, sponsorship is a powerful tool when
it comes to furthering gender equity. However, the lack of
women in senior positions comparative to men combined
with the unintentional biases that thrive in informal
structures, result in women having a very different
experience of sponsorship to their male counterparts [3]. 

Therefore, we feel it is imperative to include ways in which
women can get access to effective and impactful mentorship
within their industry. We provide this access to mentoring
across all seniority levels. Either informally through our lunch
and learns or more formally through our 1-2-1 Mentoring
programmes. 

I have really enjoyed being an Emerging member of the ISC Group this year. It has allowed me
to connect with so many people outside of my usual work bubble, as well as provide me with
the tools to enable me to take charge of my career and seek my full potential. 

1000+
women have access to

our career development

programmes globally 

68
participants in the

international

sponsorship scheme

Ellie Jaques, Cyber Underwriter, AIG

86
members enrolled into

our 1-2-1 mentoring

scheme

3
active annual regional

mentoring schemes 

Career Development GovernanceIndustry Hub C-Suite & Board Community Corporate WorkOverview 

[1] https://online.olivet.edu/research-statistics-on-professional-mentors
[2] https://www.oliverwyman.com/our-expertise/insights/2021/jan/women-in-leadership-making-the-invisible-
visible.html
[3] https://hbr.org/2022/03/research-how-bias-against-women-persists-in-female-dominated-workplaces



Coaching 
Coaching aims to produce optimal performance and
improvement at work. It focuses on specific skills and goals,
although it may also have an impact on an individual’s
personal attributes such as social interaction or confidence.
The process typically lasts for a defined period of time or
forms the basis of an on-going management style.

Coaching can accelerate the progression of an individual
significantly as well as improving the bottom line for
organisations by improving performance of their employees.
However, given the focused and intimate nature of coaching
work, it can be quite an expensive investment for
organisations. Given we have a community of women that
want to progress into leadership positions, we wanted to
provide easier access to coaching for our Aspire and
Emerging members who are looking to develop their soft
skills. We do this via group seminars and have had over 600
of our members participate in these over the last 12 months.

What our participants say:

 
 

The ISC  Group mentoring is a brilliant
opportunity to gain insight and perspective
of others in senior roles.

Chrissy Smith, Global Customer Claims Executive,
Zurich, Mentee 2022

Digitalisation, Technology, and Innovation 
Management, Leadership, and You
How to Work in a Hybrid Environment
Managing Climate Risk 
Leadership skills needed in the Boardroom
Further Education; Qualifications That Can Propel You
Forward 
Opportunities Insurtech Presences Women 
Financial Accumen

Business Insights topics covered this year: 
How to Communicate with Leadership, Presence &
Impact 
What is Psychological Safety 
F*ck off Russell
Managing Transitions
The Importance of Visibility
The Power Dynamics in our Relationships 
Productivity & Wellbeing 
Networking – Working the room
Negotiating Your Way to the Top  

Coaching topics covered this year:

A couple of weeks after I was matched
with a sponsor, I started to get invitations
to meetings and events that I had not
previously been included on. The ISC Group
sponsorship scheme has helped create
unique opportunities for me to elevate my
internal brand and gain a deeper
understanding of our critical priorities. 

Alex Spence Vice President, Trisura, Sponsorship
Scheme Participant 2022

For me, supporting the sponsorship
program this year was about being
intentional beyond advocacy. Firstly, I
wanted to support diversity in the program
given how common it is to see sponsors of
the same gender or race as their sponsee.
Secondly, I wanted to widen my
understanding of the unique struggles
women face when it comes to progression
within the workplace. Lastly, I wanted to
be intentional in helping someone I believe
in advance their career, the same way I
have benefited from sponsorship in my
career. 

Career Development GovernanceIndustry Hub C-Suite & Board Community Corporate WorkOverview 

Dauda Jammeh, Head of Finance Operations, Beazley 
 Sponsorship Scheme Sponsor 2022 

Business Insights  
We have included a number of industry panels into our
career development programming to inspire and retain
women in our industry. 

The insurance industry, when compared with other
industries, fares better in terms of women representation in
entry-level positions; 57% of these employees are women,
compared with 48% across industries. However, this number
decreases to 28% at the VP level (compared with 29% across
all sectors) and 18% at the SVP level (compared with 23%)[1].

It is proven that we aren’t just losing women because of
caring responsibilities, but more so due to a lack of
development opportunities and a absence of diversity within
leadership. We design business insights panels throughout
the year to highlight areas of the industry our members
could utilise their skill set in, that may be different to their
current area of work, giving them accelerated career
progression or renewed inspiration and drive for their work.

[1] https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/financial-services/our-insights/insurance-blog/gender-parity-is-still-
a-problem-in-insurance-heres-what-leaders-can-do

If it wasn't for ISC Group, I would have left
the industry a long time ago.
ISC UK Aspire Member, 2022

https://uk.linkedin.com/in/chrissy-smith-0b06ba57
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A global community for women Executives to
meet and exchange views on business
challenges.

Topical thought leadership discussions and
content to better equip women leaders during
turbulent times.

Board-ready resources to accelerate the
transition of women onto company Boards.

Aims to provide:

3. C-Suite & Board
Community 



The foundations of ISC Group, traditionally called Insurance Supper Club, were designed on the basis of
bringing a minority group together, in this case women, in a private and intimate way. Providing a safe
space to share personal experiences about the challenges faced when working in the industry, resulted
in the development of specific solutions that could change the landscape and opportunities for this
minority group in the future.

C-Suite & Board Community 

Networking Lunches   
Throughout the year, we invite our Executives to 
 intimate lunches that have no agenda other than to
allow members to come together and enjoy being in
each others company. 

ISC Group being the organisation it is, and having the
members we have, means that even these informal
lunches end with numerous action items and potential
solutions to industry challenges.. 

Board-ready workshops 
These workshops are designed to help Executive women move into Board roles. Whilst we are making progress on gender
representation on Boards in our industry, there is still work to be done. Moving onto a Board and starting a portfolio is of
significant interest to a lot of our Executive members, and therefore, we have added into their programme a series of
workshops and events that help prepare members for this move. This year we have covered everything from creating a
Board CV to events introducing our members to Board recruiters.

Thought Leadership Roundtables
We want to ensure our members are prepared for any
leadership challenge that might come their way, especially in
our industry. Therefore, we provide quarterly thought
leadership roundtables for our Executive members and
invite subject matter experts to lead these discussions. 

A highlight this year was Lara Boro, CEO of The Economist,
who shared her views on the future economy with a focus
on how digitalisation, de-carbonisation, changes in
democracy and demographics affect our businesses and
careers. 

Whilst we have made great strides for the
industry, there is still more work to do, and
therefore it is crucial that the leadership of our
industry still come together, in this safe space,
and openly discuss the issues that remain and
how we, together, may overcome them.

Barbara Schonhofer created this forum for senior
women in 2008, initially with just 12 women in the
London Market. What came out of those early
discussions is the Not-for-Profit association we
have today, that aims to serve all women in the
global insurance industry and helps insurance
companies achieve gender parity. 

200
members sit on
comapny Boards 

476
active Executive
members globally
 

25
Executive roundtables
held this year globally

60%
increase in Executive
members in the past
year 

ISC Group has stood out to me in two
very distinct ways. The platform has
established a culture of openness and
sharing amongst participants. They
bring together very experienced women
with diverse résumés from across the
industry to have candid conversations
around relevant and timely topics.
Getting people to dedicate the time to
an event, and keep coming back is not
achieved without offering something
special. 

Career Development GovernanceIndustry Hub C-Suite & Board Community Corporate WorkOverview 

Alycia Kiley, SVP AmWINS Group



4. Working with
Corporates

Industry best practice and learnings amongst
insurance companies to aid accelerated culture
change industry wide.

Outsourcing of specific D,E&I projections to help
insurance companies reach their goals more
quickly. 

Aims to provide: 

 

Career Development GovernanceIndustry Hub C-Suite & Board Community Corporate WorkOverview 



Whilst the majority of our work as an association is to support the development and retention of
individual women working in our industry, we recognise the need to better support insurance
companies on their D,E&I journey, specifically around gender.  Given the unique community and
network of Corporate members we have, we support companies by sharing successful case studies
of initiatives or projects that have been carried out in our industry, helping them reach their D,E&I
goals more quickly. 

Our team, network and trusted associates help to create bespoke workshops for companies which
are aligned specifically with their D,E&I goals. These can be seminars on targeted themes to broaden  
company wide awareness, or the design and implementation of unique company initiatives, for
example launching a company wide mentoring programme. 

The majority of this work is carried out by the ISC Group team via our bespoke workshops, however
some projects require additional resources or professionals. In this case, we work closely with 
 trusted associates to design and implement specific project work.

Working with Corporates

Bespoke workshops  
The key themes we have seen from our Corporate
members D,E&I strategies this year have been wellbeing,
managing hybrid working and allyship. 

As a result, we have designed a number of workshops
showcasing industry professionals that have undergone
internal projects already tackling some of these topics.
Additionally, we have collaborated with subject matter
experts to provide our Corporate members, and their
colleagues, with education and insights on these specific
hemes. 

Project work  
We worked on a coaching project for a Corporate member
in collaboration with a coaching company called Famn. This
Corporate member saw the opportunity to accelerate the
development of 20 key women in their business by
providing them with a unique six month group coaching
programme. 

We piloted this programme in 2019 with three cohorts of
women over the course of six months. The same Corporate
member company has just started its third rotation of the
programme and continues to see the impact of the project
on its colleagues today. 

The Group Coaching programme has proved really impactful for both me and my highly talented
colleagues, who have been nominated for the programme. During lockdown, they have gained so
much from this programme and it is making a real immediate impact for both their individual
career aspirations and us as an organisation.

 

76
Corporate members we
work with globally

58% 
increase in Corporate
memberships during the
past 12 months

How to Create a Career Vision
A Moment of Reflection & The
Path Forward
Addressing Inequality in The
Workplace
Bias and Barriers in The Insurance
Industry
A Conversation About Allyship
Working The Room
Growth Mindset and Why it is
Important
Women and the web

Bespoke workshop examples this
year:

23
bespoke workshops
held for Corporate
Members

Career Development GovernanceIndustry Hub C-Suite & Baord Community Corporate WorkOverview 

Ailsa King Chief Client Officer, Marsh UK & Ireland



Corporate Members 

Build awareness of the ISC Group mission
across multiple geographies. 
Consolidate expertise via forums and
committees, accessing support from other
insurance companies in their local regions. 
Employ a targeted approach to accessing and
supporting Individual members with the
backing of the companies in which they work.

ISC Group is primarily funded through Corporate
membership and Sponsorship. We have 76
insurance companies as members and 20
Sponsors, globally. 

We have Corporate members in each branch
location creating an international community which
enables ISC Group to: 

Allianz ART Swiss
Acrisure Re
Aon Swiss
Arch UK
Aston Lark UK 
Aviva Canada
Aviva Ireland
Ariel Re UK 
Blackrock US
Boiler Inspection Canada
Chubb Swiss
Coaction US
Hub Canada 
Irish Life Ireland
K2 US
Kessler Swiss

Over the last 12 months, we are delighted to
have welcomed 32 new Corporate members:

Liberty US
Liberty UK
Markel Canada 
Marsh Switzerland
Munich Re US
Partner Re Ireland 
SCOR Swiss
SCOR UK
Starr US
Soleara US
Swiss Re UK
Trisura Canada 
Unica Canada
USAA US
WCI UK
WTW Canada 

30+
insurance companies
joined as new Corporate
members globally 

Branch
locations now open 

I am so proud of the industry support we have received in the past 12 months. We will only accelerate change if we all come together to try and reduce the
barriers for women in our industry. 
 

6

Lara Pedley, Managing Director, Global

Career Development GovernanceIndustry Hub C-Suite & Board Community Corporate WorkOverview 



Our Corporate Members   

Career Development GovernanceIndustry Hub C-Suite & Board Community Corporate WorkOverview 

Our Sponsors
Special thanks also to the service providers
who support us each year and allow us to
keep our General membership free for all
women, globally.



Governance
Board of Directors
Barbara Schönhofer 
Lara Pedley

Team 
Global
Anthony John
Ehilyn Rincon
Genevieve Stow
Lara Pedley

UK
Jodie Willett

Canada 
Amanda Baldini
Carol Singh
Emily DeMelo
Emma Roberts

US, Switzerland, Ireland & France 
Laura Cardenal
Taslima Malik 

Advisory Board 
Anne Charon
Cathy Lewis 
Fiona Marry 
Jane Portas
Jodie Kaufman Davis
Jutta Kath 
Margaret Milkint 
Maxine Goddard 
Pamela Thomson-Hall 
Reeva Bakhshi 
Shari Dosdworth 
Suneeta Padda 

UK Member Board
Ailsa King
Anita Fernqvist
Barbara Merry
Bethan Jones
Debbie O'Hare
Jenny Boldon
Kelly Hunter
Olivia Cooper
Pamela Thomson-Hall
Suzanne Liversidge

Canada Member Board 
Alexandra Spence
Anita Gill
Catherine Roe 
Erin Magilton
Heather Masterson
Jodie Kaufman Davis 
Kathy Curran
Kristen Dolson
Linda Regner Dykeman
Lorie Phair
Melanie Wilcox
Monica Ningen
Robbin Botnick
Sarah Robson
Shari Dodsworth 
Susan DuHamel

Swiss Member Board
Annabelle Thebaud
Edona Gutaj
Elaine Casaprima
Jutta Kath
Lara Martiner
Markus Zanola
Michaela Brug
Nathalie Meyer
Sandra Menke

US Member Board 
Barbara Bufkin
Bonny Dorland
Bonita Boone
Erin Cullen
Grace Vandecruze
Jodie Kaufman Davis
Kim Waller
Krysti Adamson
Margaret Resce Milkint
Megan Catalano
Nancy Bewlay
Nefissa Sator
Sabrina Hart

France Member Board 
Anne Charon
Anne-Gaëlle Leillard
Aurelia Cadain 
Carlene Clifford
Cristiana Báez-Safa
Delphine Leroy
Kadidja Sinz
Rosy Laurent
Veronique Brionne

Ireland Member Board
April McClements 
Ciara McKenna
Fiona Marry
Frances Torsney
Lisa Bolger
Trayc Keevans
Virginia Lawlor-

Germany Committee 
Bettina Dietsche
Chantal Schumacher
Christine Kaaz
Leonie Leuschner
Monika Sebold-Bender
Tamara Kurz 
Uta Neindorf

Bermuda Committee
Caroline Berlo
Crystal Clay
Elizabeth.Stewart
Krista Doran
Heather Cooper
Sandra DeSilva

Ambassadors 
Alice Kane
Alice Schroeder
Alison Martin
Amanda Blanc
Ann Haugh
Anna Maria D'Hulster
Annette Court
Barbara Turner
Belinda Schofield
Cecile Coune
Carol Richmond
Catherine Bell
Cheryl Agius
Claire McDonald
Claudia Ingenhoven
Cynthia Shoss
Dawn Miller
Day Bishop
Dee Lehane
Heather Goodhew
Inga Beale
Isabel Hudson
Jackie Leiper
Jean Sharp

Jennette Newman
Joan Lamm-Tennant
Julie Page
Karen Williams
Karen Green
Katherine Coates
Kim Vernau
LoriAnn Lowery-Biggers
Maria Micu
Mary O'Connor
Marylee O'Neill
Netsai Mangwende
Penny Shaw
Pina Albo
Robin Lenna
Sabrina Hart
Seraina Macia
Sian Fisher
Sophia Yen
Susan Holliday
Susan Sutherland
Tricia Guinn
Tulsi Naidu
Yana Montau-Thatcher

US
Alycia Kiley
Ania Caruso
Margaret Milkint
Meg Catalano
Megan McConnell
Nefissa Sator
Sabrina Hart
Ying Zhao

Programming Sub-Committees 
Canada 
Alexandra Spence
Anita Gill
Celyeste Power
Heather Legg
Kelly MacDonald
Keri Fraser  
Kristin Coulombe
Laura Gallo

Membership Sub-Committees 
Canada 
Linda Regner Dykeman
Lorie Phair
Monica Ningen
Shari Dodsworth
Susan DuHamel

US
Bonny Dorland
Brooke Kelley 
Jodie Kaufman Davis
Krysti Adamson
Margaret Milkint

UK
Adabel Asinugo
Alicia Birchall
Annabel Davies
Barbara Rizzi
Becca Wood
Briyangha Suthagaran
Caroline Spence
Christina Freeman
Elise Stempfer
Ellie Jaques
Hermione Winterton
Isabel Ong
Jennifer Cox
Julie Geraud
Margaret Munns
Motunrola Oyebolu
Natalie Bate
Nicola Robinson
Olivia Iltcheva
Olivia Cooper 
Peta Killan
Polina Konstantinova
Rachael Ashpole
Rebecca Tobin
Rosie Denee
Ruby Bhangu
Stefaniya Ilina
Stephanie Wong
Susan Abbott
Sydonie Williams
Teniola Tijani
Vickie Fox



Contact Us
Phone:  +44 (0) 20 8191 0852

Website: www.isc-group.co


